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Good
319.75-21.50, Standard
lb
300-500
$19 00-21.75 Choice
$18.50-21.50. Choice 300400 lb
300-500 lb $28.00-29.50, Mixed $23.75-25.75, Mixed
Good and
Good and Choice $25.50-28.00. Choice E22-50-24.00, Good 821$25.25-26.50, Standard 50-22.50, Standard $19,00-2j 50
MURRAY. Ky., Tues., June Good
$23.50-25.25. HEIFERS: Choice STOCK COWS: Cow and Calf
Livestock
18, 1968 (Murray
500-700 lb 32325-25.00, Mixed Pairs Mixed Good and Choice
Auction).
$21.50-22.25. 0180.00-225.00.
•
CATTLE: 572; CALVES: 81; Good and Choice
Slaughter cows steady to 25t
INI INN MI IMO OINI
sa
MIN NIB RIM—
II&
higher, slaughter bulls oteady,
slaughter calves and vealere
$1.00 to $2.00 lower, feeder
steers and heifers steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
318.00-19.50, Cutter $16.25-18.Boneffke Opens - 1:15 • Show Starts at Dusk
00, Canner $14.5046.25.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility to
mi m ma as lug.
am so um mi um um ma so so11111111, me
Good over 1200 lb $21.00-22.50,
6
Cutter 800-1000 lb 319.25-21.00.
SLAUGHTER CALVES A N

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THE
FAMILY
LAWYER —

........

r

;MURRAY Dr vein Theatre
ilismormimmoimakinenimmeim

We rearm the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the What,
Startlingly simple was the de.
or Public Voice Hama which, in our °Dalko_. are not for the bast (erne offered by a
young man acinterest of our readers.
:used of murdering his own father.
"I'm a rough character," be conNATIONAL RKPRMENTATIVRIS: WALLACI WITIKKR 00., 1508
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Thum & Ufa Bldg.. New York, N.Y.. ceded in court, "but only because
my father brought me up that way.
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
He taught me to drink whiskey,
at
Kentucky,
for
tranantuaian
hturray,
Rimmed at the Post Office,
use a gun, and run around with a
Second Clam Matter
gang. So don't Name ins for what
817BSCRUPTION RAT: By Cana" in Iturray, per week Ma par I did Blame my father."
No doubt the slain father bore a
month $1.10. Da Calloway and adjoining countlek par Year. Niff81
Zones 1* a. MAO, Znewhere $11.00. An aweless suinertptions MAIL share of the fault. But the court
held the son guilty anyhow, because
the
"Me Ogistaaillan Chia Meat at a CammenIty
he was old enough and rational
Integral at lb Nwertypar"
enough to take responsibility for
his own behavior.
To what degree should eigenuating circurnstawes excuse Tibet
would otherwise 'be a crime? To
FRIDAY — JUNE 21, 1968

j * TONITE thru SATURDAY *

VEALERS: Choice 280-400 lb
$25.25-2'7.50, Mixed Good and
$22.75-25.00.
Choice
Choice
vealers 180.230 lb $32.25-34.00,
Mixed Good and Choice $30.50-

There are
some(IOM'S
ild
that shotig6HUTTERED
be
never
opened... *
TIM

=.25, Good M.00-3030, Standard $27.25-29.00.
ERS: STEERS. Choice
550-750 lb $34.75-26.50, Mixed
Good and Choke maisti44.75,
Good
S21.75-23.50, Standard

Quotes From The News

Land
Transfers

BY UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
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Omni.* NAM WEN Sr.,

WASHINGTON — Defense Secretary Clark M. aufcird, expressing cautious optimism about the Paris
peace talks with North Vietnam:
-We get some bits and straers that indicate that
there Is some movement now, no matter how slight."

KIMILEY, Kan. — J. R. Fitzgerald, Santa Fe Divisien
desidslindint, on a runaway train that traveled 80
Waft through five counties
"There's no telling bow far it might have gone if we
bisttnt derailed It."
WASHINGTON — Rep Glenn C. Cunningham, R..Neb., who said tie just had a polyp removed from his
throat and had whiffed tear gas while passing the scene
when poiice had dispersed Resurrection City poor peopie:
"My throat is burning like fire."
h.
Ii

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thee art fairer than the children of men.
—Psalm ME
But we are God's children too. Beautiful thoughts
and deeds do more to make faces lovely than
the
cosmetics in the world

Ten Years Ago today
LEDGER a MOUS MS
Jerry Siiroat, Murray Training School senior, wag
elected national vice-president of the Southern Region
Future Busineis Leaders of America at ttie annual Fu—
ture Bustneen Loaders of America convention held in
Bt. Lodi Arne 13-17.
Mn.
Hughes, age 79, died yeeterda.y at nor
home in Peryear.
The Murray Municipal Housing °Of:TIMMS:Oil was appointed and approved by action of the City Council. The
commission is composed of L D Miller, W. G. Nash,
Buford Hurt, and D L. Divelbiss
The formal
en trig of the new auditorhim of the
First Baptist Church building will be observed on June
22. The day will be called Family Day by the church.

tta
what degree should a killer be allowed to blame his upbringing? a
thief his poverty? a rapist his passion? a vandal his youthfulness?
In an earlier day., there was little
of such talk in the courtroom
Wrong brought retribution almost
as a matter of course. Scarcely a
century ago, a murderer was put to
death in an American prison even
though he was only 12 years old.
But with greater insight into
human motivations has come
greater understanding in fixing
blame.
Thus, mental deficiencies are increasingly taken into account—not
only in deciding on Legal guilt but
also in setting the punishment. And
all states recognize a minimum age
below whah a person cannot be
held to criminal liability
Nevertheless, while today's law
avoids total responsibility. it also
avoids total irresponsibility. It holds
that most people, in most situations.
do indeed have freedom of choice
between doing right and doing
wrogig.
Because of that freedom an individual is directed to stand on his
own feet, be his own man, and
"take his medicine" for what he
does wrong---luit as he is entitled to
take credit for what he does new
In short, despite outer influence
or inner weakness. despite the pressure of adversity or the lure of .'
temptation, he usually 'has ihs
peeve to refrain from harming
others—if he tries hard enough_
And, for the sake of socety,the
law demands that he in :hat hard.
A. Americas Bar Assoc-Mika pub.
Be service feature try Will Bernard

ALMANAC

One of nine U S. Marines wounded
when an American fighter plane accidentally bombed their
position during Operation Scotland II, is helped by two
buddies near Kfie Sanh. South Vietnam

SOWED ACCIDENTALLY

20 Years Ago Today
LAIKits a TIM= Ft=

Ronald Paul Duett, two months old son of Mr. and
Mrs Paul Duett of Hazel Route Two, died June 19 at the
Murray Hospital.
Kelly Burton, Norman Culpepper, Hoyt Roberts, and
Lester Workman will be ordained as deacons June 23
at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church. Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall of Hanel will conduct the ordaination, Rev.
J. E. Skinner will address the deacons and give the
charge, and Rev. J. H. Thurman will pray the ordainae
tion prayer.
Dean W. G. Nash of Murray State College will speak
at the Kentucky College conference on Teacher Education at the Univerzity of Kentucky, Lexington, June 25.
John W. WhatneU, John W. Clopton, and Bunnie
Farris were elected as tax supervisors for the city of
Murray at the regular meeting of the City Council.

by United Press International
Today is Friday. June 21. the
173rd day at 1968 with 193 to
berm
The moon is between its last
quarter and sew *me.
The morning star is Saturn
'The evening star is Jupiter.
On this day in history
In 1788, the US. Constitution
went into effect as New Hampshire became the ninth state

(MONEY

HEADQUARTERS

5011 W. Main Street
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iVICTOR CHAMPION ADDING -

A thought for the day 'AmerSan author A.S.W. Rosebach
once said, "after love, book collecting is the most exhilarating sport of all."

411. der WIN.:410( 411 fie

'SUBTRACTING MACHINE
,NOW ONLY $9950

IMO

I -----

•NKr MOUE•INGER

off the brake pedal except
when actually using the brake
This is necessary to avoid exSAN FRANCISCO UPI) — cessive brake lining wear, high
The habit of 'riding" the hydraulic
fluid temperature
brake pedal is becoming more and passible damage to other
led Habit

* TODAY and SATURDAY *
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STAND
UP
FOR
AMERICA!
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STAND
UP
FOR
AMERICA!

Are You Tired Of The No-Win War In Viet
Nam?
Are You Tired Of Washington Bureaucrats Running
Our Schools And Other Institutions?
Are You Tired Of Federal Meddlers?
Are You Disgusted With Riots And The
Punks
Who Go Unpunished?
Let's RESTORE
Constitutional Governmeni
Let's PROTECT Our Homes, Our
Families,
Our Business, And Our
Children's Future.

Let's Support George C. Wallace )
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NW MG KISS FOR HEAP BIG CHIEF Named honorary chief
visit to a reservation
of Florida a Seminole Indianiu dunn,.
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e, all purpose adding machine
Here's a versatil
,designed to give years of dependable trouble
free performance This compact. 10 Key
Champion lists 7 columns and totals 8
(999,999 99) You'll find the Champion easy
and convenient to use; electric operation
-ttases figurework fast and effortless

tOt

SUN.- MON.--11JE. - WErl. *

Pontiff at the ROCO2D Catholic
Church. He chose the name

eut

nr1
U.
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Bluegrass Conspiracys"

ended when Japanese troops
surrendered to American Mmes.
In 1963, Giovanni Berate
Cardinal Montini was elected

Murray Loan Co. )

1

a.

FRIDAY NITE ONLY!! *

common than ever because parts of the braking system,
many motorists driving cars the association says
with automatic toinsmissions
use their left foot for braking
However, the California
Ohio became the 17th state
State Automobile Association
to ratify it.
in 1803
In 1946. the struggle tor Olti- warns drivers to keep their foot
arwa in the Southwest Pacific

Pope Paul VI.
I. 1963, President Johnson
gismo a $47 billion income tat

C I, JAN ye NOWAK 1A101411 '
SI Oil MIS

A TV UNDO 1.11001:1011 ,*COA *AMA NUS
William R. Whitis and Maude
B.
WCharles
Whitis
to
K.
sa82/100°a'
WI= and Barbara
loaf Idea South 15th !bed:
VENGEANCE!
THE ULTIMATE EVIL THE FINAL
A. Warren and Cep
Will
ei Ana Warren to Paul M.
Engle slid Emma M. Engle of
Syracuse. N. Y.; two lots in
Sherwood Forest Subdivision.
Allen Rose, Doris Rose, Hiram Tucker, and Norene Tucker to Herman Johnson and
Nelle Mae Johnson; lot on
Highway 121.
Kentucky Lake Development
Company, Inc., to Gerald D.
Chambers and Parnell& Chambers of Benton, one lot; James
W. Farris of Nashville, Tenn.,
one lot; Floyd Forrester and
Naomi Forrester of Charleston,
Mo., three lots; Soren. M. Michael of Belleville, Mich., two
an mom no me am um en in
EN me
lots; Gene Davenport and NelClarksville,
of
lie Davenport
11(
Tenn., two lots; Paul E. For-en I
DANCE TO THE GROOVY, OUT-OF-SIGHT
and Arlo. Foren of Lansing,
Inch.. two lots; Joe M RaspSOUNDS OF THE
berry and Bonnie Raspberry of
•
I
Elk Grove. Ill , three lots.
"
M. C Munlin and Gertrude
Munlin of Bloomington, Texas
•
1:15 to 8:30 P.m
to 0. .1 Copus and Lorene Co.
pus; lot in Pine Bluff Shona IIIM7
MII NW EN UN IIMB MN MO EN EN I= EN RIREN OM sm
ll 4
1
Subdivision
Leona Self to Man Self
Goen of Greenville, Texas, property on Murray and Pine Bluff
Road.
Wilford Dumas and Cora DUmas to Henry G Cunningham
and Louise Cunningham, prorzPoeit-vt
perty on Old Almo-Dexter Road.
Billy Tidwell to Earnest ▪ The Do's And Don'ts For The Married
Dwain Elkins and Pamela Jo • Man Who's Thinking Single — or
Elkins- lot at Penny and Cre
ThiSingle Man Who's
use Roads
Just Thinking'
•
Shelton Canady and Ruth's
Mason
Canady;
proCanady to
perty on TVA Highway.
STEVENS
Mason Canedy and Mildred
nvaraiiewf
air!.
mai
gni
So-,
Fait
Pi101501 CaY 5,1 ,ta•
Canady to.
Gene Parriah
and Ann Parrish, property on
EN im timmosommummummmimm
TVA Highway.

AI*

big kiss from
near Dania. Gov Claude Kirk get,
proud daughter. Adrianna_
•

•

Murray Livestock
Market Report

'Don't Blame Me!'
11•23.

SAN FRANCISCO — The Rev. Lawrence Krause, offie-tating at the wedding of Frank McHugh and Mrs.
Eileen White, who between them have 17 children:
"Only love can make It easy."
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Elementary, Watson
NEW YORK-Houston Astros' Bob Watson comes down
hard as be grabs blooper by Mets' Kevin Collins in left field.
Watching is Houston Astros' shortstop Hector Torres.
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Leon Wagner Hits First
Home Run In Ten Months
By SANDY PRISANT
UPI Sports Writer
Leon Wagner arrived a week
ago, but until Thursday night
he was long overdue.
No longer the dangerous
home run threat that he was in
his youth, 34-year-old "Daddy

Tommy John picked up his
sixth win in as many decisions
and joined in the eighth-inning
'festivities with a two-run double as the White Sox, the lowest scoring team in the majors
this year, erupted for six rune,
their biggest inning of 1968.
Detroit's Denny McLain lifted
his league-leading victory total
to 12 by throwing a no-hitter
seconds, one-tenth of a second
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
through 6 2-3 innings and aloff
the
world
record.
Richmond Flowers said
lowing only three hits overall.
It was announced earlier this
Centerfielder Mickey Stanley
Wednesday he will go before a
month that U.S. Olympic track
three hits and drove
collected
in
subcommittee
Olympic
U.S.
and field candidates who were
in four runs with a three-run
Los Angeles next Wednesday unable to tee part in four qualhomer in the fifth and a douLEON WAGNER
and seek a delay in trying to ifying meetbecause of injury
ble in the seventh as Detrott
qualify for the American track or illness c Id petition for car Was" had suddenly seen his won for the ninth time in its
sideration at the high altitude well of power dry up altogeth- last 13 outings.
team.
camp in South Lake, er.
training
Tennessee
of
The University
Calif., In September.
In fact, the well-traveled outhurdler was regarded as a Tahoe,
fielder, who clouted 210 ho.the team unprime prospect for
mers in 10 major league cam- .
til he suffered a milled ham- Pweecmie•oesseilee.e~e4.441
paigns. had gone for monthsleg
taring muscle in his right
Sfruttia
more than 10 to be axace --1
/
.
while running wind sprints here
a round tripper, before
without
Friday, June 21
0"
1
June 2.
the Cleveland Indians unloaded
8-11 p. m.-Braves Baseball
e,,esiew•sow.e.suoiss.sie
e4;
''As I understand it, the subhim, not surprisingly on the • . Atlanta vs. St. Louis Ch. 4.
••••
committee wants its doctors to
By United Press International punchless Chicago White Sox
last Saturday.
examine me and decide whether
Saturday, Juno 22
He finally hit pay dirt Thurs• I should be gives a delayed
and Track
National Lisagu•
12.30-1 p
chance to qualify for the team,"
W. L. Pct. GB day night. And against the club • . Ch. 4.
••••
41 25 .621 - that had given up on him.
St. Louis
Flowers said.
With the White Sox trailing f .,.j.4 p. m.-Baseball
Ch.
35 30 .538_11___'s •
The Oiympic tryouts win be Atlanta
31 29 .517' 7 • the Indians 12 in the eighth 4.
held in Los Angeles June 29-30, Phila.
Wagner
•
•
•
•
aboard.
man
one
and
35 33 .515 7
and Flowers said he will not be Sao Fran
35 34 .507 7% bleated a towering 425-foot ho2:30-3 p. m.-The OutdoorsAng
in condition to run by that time. Los
.4 mer into Comisky Park's right man . . Ch. 8.
32 .492 8'
Pittsburgh
this
earlier
year
Mtn
Flowers
center-field seats, triggering an
New Yout 31 33- 494 9
She 120-yard high hurdles in 134
uprising that led to an 8-4 Chi30 34 569 19
3-5 p m.-Canadian Open
30 34 469 10 cago triumph
Golf Tourney . Ch. 5.
Chicago
c. • • •
In the only other American
25 40 385 154
Houston
Thursday's Results
4-5 p. m.-s•Wide World of
Sport.; . . Ch. 8.
St. Louis 1 Chicago 0
••••
New York 5 Houston 3
Sunday, June 23
Atlanta 3 Cincinnati 1. night
1 p. m -Soccer . . Tors vs.
Phil* 2 San Fran 1, night
Detroit Chargers . . Ch. 5.
AMERICAN LEA061111
Pitts 7 L A. 3, la. twilight
GAS
PO
••••
P11,., CNN
L. A. 3 Pitts 2. 2nd, night
.331
Tootroormk 1 5$'.'0
71 757 15 SO .3111
MAMMY OM
Pitchers
Probable
m-Baseball . . .
p.
2:15
Today's
.113
63 336 32
P.4046Ord Wit
14
4 164 36
• 141,144w" Sin
Braves VS. Cardinals . . . Ch. 4.
Los Angeles. Osteen 6-8 at
17 151 n SS 304
COrmo Min
Si..
151w 36 SI 241 New York. Selma 8-1, 8 p. is.
w.tiortor, Dot
64 721 )6 •S Xe
1411.4 NY
Canadian
3 p. m.-Golf
.366
Chicago, J. Niekro 5-5 at Cin4 310 74
R Smith list
61 720 4 pi .277
43 rooton DM
. Ch. 5.
Open, final round
cinnati. Culver 5-6, 8 p. in.
775
14 244 n
64614.064 m1n
111.11 Rom
San Francisco, Bolin 1-1 at
P No6,441, Woot,r4ton, 73, A' .40,10"
St.
- The
ST. LOUIS
W1••rg"AA, ‘011-",
Doirat. 111,
Pittsburgh, McBean 8-5, 8 p. m.
osfrto
,nnesora. ;2;
▪ motrow,
Philadelphia. James 0-2 at Louis Cardinals said today the
11011071. 17.
IA
1
1
/
,,"a771
U,.
Houston, Cuellar 3-3, 8.30 p. m. club has signed No. 1 draft
• Mintord. WittmolttOo, IS; 641,,INS4
5•111more.
• Silt,'., 43.
Atlant, P Niekro 5-6 at St. choice Jim Hairston of Dayton.
• Pi Norton, ON',.', P. Onsni. as.nritia.
,
Jester 5,3. 9 p. m
Ohio, and two other players obLouis,
Plttaino
•
I Doc1614/44
Saturday's Games
tained in the recent draft to
McLom.
1 03),
O.
,Jelm. ChKago
Los Ang. at New York, night
113. AM. N1114, DOW. 31.
play for the Cardinals' Saraso.r
ESL Mimeo.
s• 333, Lathe Doffoft.
Chicago at Cincinnati
ta, Fla.. farm club in the Gulf
NO
• Solf1mort.
San Fran at Pittsburgh, night Coast League.
Friday, June 21
NATIONAL INAOUI
•All • 14 Pet
CNA
Philadelphia at Houston. night
Little League
Hairston, 17, was signed by
Si 171 It 43 34
64 US AS 4 336
Atlanta at St. Louis
"
Clo
6"
.•=
A's vs ttRds
scout Moe Morelli. who de61 34 31 60 .323
'A.646464 C N
66 173 ls OS 722
Yanks 1/3 Nats
PlOod Stl.
scribed the 6-foot, 175-pounder
a 1115 31 es 316
If MeV All
• American Lows,
havStovb NIA
and
hi
bat
with
quick
as
3"
.310
7
4
2 ?/
1 111
t6
W. L. Pet. GS
Oroto NY
Saturday, Juno 22
IF 77 MC
64 2
Mellon All
ing good bat control. Hairston,
33157 33 31 .10
43 23 652
:MCCAW," SF
Detroit
Little League
707
30
4
High
25
Roth
of
graduate
recent
a
.
33 30 524 8%
)timore
Nemo Roft
Practice
right
Mort.
throws
!)„:
tsft FrOPC/40.
.McCovor,
34 31 523 8% School in Dayton,
Minnesota
itfsbur or
Astros and Twins
Ion Francisco. 14: 5141441.
13; 14 Aaron. Atlitoto, 121 Sonle. Cm•46,
32 522 8% and bats left.
33
Cleveland
Pony Lamina
17
r6MIKO.
If
$4
Man,
11•13;
•
signed
also
Redbirds
The
lo
Mow
Rom
32 32 500 10
Oakland
Orioles vs. Astros
•McCovov. Son ProlocItco, 0. Perot
Manof
Caudell
Bill
catcher
4
/
30 31 492 101
Boston
Phils vs. Dodgers
T8"
4aan. 6.3Noto.
i'K'prtiNIttl.37;r
chester High School in Richmond,
31 33 484 11
Calif
,034
...Mots. Soo Fforfclitg.
Va., and catcher-outfielder Er"New.Xork 29 35 453 13
"Ts
Sunday, June 23
s Dasisisas
IV,
134,
SIN1 Froftc.46,
441 CAM.
nest Vierra of Sacramento,
28 34 452 13
Chicago
Twin-State League
Vert, 711'3, '466",',Corilt741, ger:1Z
Calif., City Junior College.
24 38 387 17
Wash
West K. Vocational at Murray
JO; 144.4"0,, St Louis, Cl, .N6,
Thursday's Results
, pmsouroli• 41, •00
Detroit 5 Boston I. night
Chicago 8 Cleveland 4. night
1-0F. CORRLCI
Only games scheduled
Today's Probable Pitchers
Boston Lonborg 0-1 and Culp
3-2 at Chicago, Borten 5-6 and
DAY OR IIIC:11
Carlos 2-7, 2, 7 p m.
Washington, Pascual 5-4 at
Oakland, Pierce 1-2, 10:30 p. m.
Baltimore, McNally 8-6 at California, Brunet 6-6, 11 p.
New York, Stottlemyre 8-4 at
Minnesota. Boswell 6-5, 9 p. m.
Detroit, Loitch 5-4 at Cleve
of
land, Siebert 6-5, 7:30 p. m.
6E134
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3-1 decision against his former
teammates which kept the
4 games behind the
/
Braves 51
league-leading Cards.
Although he was limited to
5 2-3 innings by a pulled muscle in his thigh, Pappas was
given a standing ovation as
he left the field. Cecil Upshaw
preserved Pappas' first victory
since April 27.
In other games, the Philadelphia Phillies edged the San
Francisco Giants 2-1, the New
Yorks Mets beat the Houston
Astros 5-3 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers squeezed out a 3-2, 10,
inning victory which snapped
Pittsburgh's nine-game winning
streak after the Pirates had
won the twi-night doubleheader
opener 7-3.
The Detroit Tigers whipped
the Boston Red Sox 5-1 and the
Chicago White Sox drubbed the
Bob Gibson
Cleveland Indians 8-4 in Amerwhile a parched Milt Pappas ican League action'
The Cubs, whose scoreless
was bathed in a quenching
syndrome first became noticeashower of applause.
Gibson, the newest shutout ble at Atlanta, fell behind in
king in the National League, the third inning on a triple by
completed his fourth successive Lou Brock and a single by Curt
whitewash job Thursday in pit- Flood and never recovered deching the St. Louis Cardinals spite a fine four-hit performto a 1-0 triumph over Chicago. ance by Ferguson Jenkins.
Terre Homers
He thus pushed the Cubs' string
Joe Torre hit his seventh
of scoreless innings to 46, a
National League record for fu- home run to produce Atlanta's
first run and Pappas singled
tility.
Gibson, who won his fifth and scored a run during the
consecutive game, has not yield- Braves' two-run fifth which
ed a run in 38 innings and his saddled Gary Nolan with his
four straight shutouts are two second loss.
Rick Wise scattered six hits
shy of Don Drysdale's major
league mark. The Cubs, who as the Philbes turned back the
have failed to score since last Giants with the help of Ray
Saturday, a streak encompass- Sadecki's wild pitch in the first
ing five games, are only two Inning. The errant toss allowed
innings shy of the major leag- Cookie Rojas to score the first
ue scoreless mark set by the Philadelphila run and the deciding tally scored on Tony
1906 Philadelphia Athletics,
Taylor's single
Pappas Gots Win
Cleon Jones drove In four
Pappas, the sensitive rightheader traded from Cincinnati runs with a sacrifice fly and
to the Atlanta Braves following a homer and Art Shamsky also
a dispute with the Reds' man- contributed a homer for the
agement, recorded his first vic- Meta Torn Seaver, who struck
tory in nearly two months, a out 12, needed ninth-inning re-

Draft Pick
Signed By
Cardinals

CHICAGO MIS - Southpaw
Dan Lazar was called up by
the Chicago White Sox Thursday from their Hawaii farm
club in the Pacific Coast League.

lief help from Billy Short, who
retired Rusty Staub with the
bases loaded and two out
hitter Jim Fairley's
Pinch
first major league homer in the

reE

By JOE GERGEN
UPI Sports Writer
Blazing Bob Gibson extended
the Chicago Cubs' scoring drought to record proportions

'League action, the first place
Detroit Tigers, taking advantage of Cleveland's loss, whipped the Boston Red Sox, 5-1
and moved out to an eight and
a half-game lead, the biggest
in the majors this season.

Flowers Seelis Delay To
Qualify For Olympics

SPORTS

Bob Gibson Wins Fourth
Shutout By Blanking Cubs

MOM

Beatre

I Dusk

FRIDAY - JUNE 21. 19
10th inning off Roy Face provided the Dodgers and reliever
John Billingham with the nightcap victory. Steve Blass hurled
6 2-3 hitless innings in the
first game for the Pirates and
collected two of Pittsburgh's
13 hits as Don Sutton went
down to defeat.

TIMRS - MURRAY, IlliNYUCRY

64,04$4995
CATCHER
With Pv4thol• of Model 1261 5164

.4126JSA
HOMKO

Model 1297

IDERS

•• 30 in. high lift blade
• 6 h p.4-cycle engine
• Jet stick control of choke,
4speeds forward, neutral, reverse
• Cutting heights adjustable
while mowing
• Mows,tows, plows s^ow
in winter
• Meets A.S.A. safety standards

EASY TERMS

WALDROP SAW & LOCK SHOP
291 S. 7th St.

Phone 753-6233
N tr.

LIQUIDATION
SALE!

SPORTS
CALENDAR

41 .10yer

BY COURT ORDER, THE RECEIVER of
the DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN has been
• ordered to LIQUIDATE THE ENTIRE STOCK •
of the store. Merchandise Will Be
- REDUCED FROM 25% to 45% OFT -

r•

i

TIME and
TEMPERA1URE

• L.

753:,6363

/AL

I91III1,I1S

ming

FALL AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
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Beauty Contest Entry Blank
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4.0.0111111004.10.041111W01=00411•1.0•11M111.64=0.04=0.0 AIM0 AM.n imoo.
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MISS MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
Age

Name
Address

nt.

School _
Parents' Name

•

Birth Date
.
Grade Completed
• -

Phone

and recent photo
Enclose with blank $1.00 entry fee
check or money
Bend
graph for newspaper publicity.
mall to Mrs.
and
apove
complete
Please
order only
June 24,
before
Ky.,
MurraX
James Boone, Rt. 1,
1968
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Ready To Roll
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Miss Kathleen Beatrice Farrell Becomes
Bride Of David Franklin Berry, Jr.,
Is Wedding At First Methodist Church

41°

Hale-Doran Engagement

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Friday, June 21
The Wranglers Riding Club
will Me at 7:30 p.m. Note
change from Sunday to Friday.
Visitors are welcome to ride,
but only members can receive
the ribbons given in all cleans
every week.
•••
Rice Re-heating
Friday, June 21
Cooked rice reheats easily
The New Providence—Riding
and quickly in a tightly covered
Club wit sponsor "A Grand
saucepa4., Place cold rice in
Ole Opry" show featuring lopan Rad 2 tablespoons of cold
cal talent at the club at 7:30
water and rub lightly between
p.m. Proceeds will be used to
dampened flngers to separate
help pay for the trophies.
any lumps Cover tightly and
•• •
place on medium heat 4 to 5
4
June 25
Tuesday,
minutes Por best results use
The
Chapter
Omicron
Alpha
a saucepan with nonstick coatwill meet at the home of Mrs.
ing If a dry. slightly ,risP
Patsy Tricarieci
crust forms on the bottom of
•••
the pan follow the eh:nese
Wednesday, June 26
custom of dividing it amongst
A benefit concert of Irish
the diners as a special treat
music sponsored by St. Leo's
Church, will be presented b
When fruits are to be pureed
Henry Bannon at 7:30 p.m. at
or used soft, as in a sauce,
the Murray Woman's Club. Dostew them in water until done.
nation of $1.00 and tickets may
and then sweeten When shape
be purchased at Wallis Drugs
and firmness are desirable as
or at the door.
in compotes, cook the fruits in
•••
sugar syrup
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon at the Calloway County Country Club.
Hostesses are Mrs. Donald Hunter, chairman. Mesdames Rob
ert Huie, Pete Heise, Buford
MISS KATE HALE
Hurt, Harold Hurt, Dan Hutson, Woodfin Hutson, Maurice
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Hale, 1707 College Farm Road, Murraei
Humphrey, and Bill Thurman. announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
•••
daughter,, Kaye, to Joe L. Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ban-shall
Thursday, June 27
of Puryear, Tenn:
6
MRS. DAM PRANICLIN BERRY, JR.
The Magazine Club will meet
The bride-elect Is a 1967 graduate of Murray High school
CHILDREN S ROOMS,
at the home of Mrs. E. A . Tuckande
daughtKathlereean
iss
M.
rem
ers were Stan Moorehead and er at three p.m. Note change in She is now a sophomore at Murray State University where she
whether for boys or girls.
is majoring in home economics.
Mr.
Jerry Adams of Mayfield. Bill time.
present a real chaLerige to
Mr. Doran. a graduate of Grove High School, MIAs, Tenn
•• •
1304 Pop- Runyan of Marion, David Sensof
Farrell
W.
Richard
the decorating mother Such
attended the University of Tennessee Martin branch. He is now
tar Street, Murray, became the ing of Chnton, and Dick Far.
a room musthe manager of Leach's Music Center in Murray
bride of David Franklin Berry, rell, =other of the bride.
sily has to
An early August wedding is planned
Brides Don't be afraid to
Mrs Farrell, mother of the
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. David
serve as a bed.
Franklin Berry, Sr., 218 Sec- bride, wore a pink lace sheath use sterling It's solid silver and
T. study
ond Street, Mayfield, on Sun- dress over pink taffeta and a It won't wear out under normal
/MU SANDRA THOIAAS
At the last census there were
room. enterday, June 9.
matching coat with three-quar- use, say Oneida silversmiths. 1.352 titled families in Prance
MARK EVERY GRAVE
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Miss Ann Dunaway was the
maid of honor for Miss Farrell.
The bridesmaids were His;
Tenn.,
Mrs. Jane Watson and chil- Donna Day of Memphis.
Padudren. Janie and Lynn and two Miss Nancy Godfrey of
of their friends, Janice Sons cah. Miss Trisha Chester of
and Ginny Hamilton. have re- Brewers, and Miss Laurie Alexturned home after a motor to ander, cousin of the bride.
The maid of honor wore a
South Bend, Ind., to visit Mrs.
Watson's parents They also full length formal gown of yelmade a tour of the University low Ilk peso de some with emof Notre Dame and to Lake pire waistline. The front of the
skirt was trimmed with a garMichigan
•••
land of white Lace daisies. Her
Mrs James Jordan, formerly headpiece was of three tiers
of Browns Grove now of Wich- of the matching yellow tulle
ita, Kansas. is meeting hr hus- attached to a forward style
band, Major James Jordan who headpiece of yellow organza
is serving in Vietnam for his roses and leaves.
Miss Dunaway carried a casleave in Honoltilu. Hawaii. Major Jordan is the son of Maig). cade bouquet of large yellow
California daisies and English
Jordan of Browns Grove.
•••
ivy.
The bridesmaids wore gowns
Miss Cindy Potts of Bryn
honMawr. Pa. is the guest ,,f her designed like the maid of
grandmothers, Mrs G M Pool or Their headpieces were the
tame ekcept they were only two
and Sirs Merritt Joran
• • • •
tiers of tulle They carriedo casMr. and Mrs Max Workman ( ade bouquets of large white
and Miss Betty Arrn Rogers California daisies and English
*pent the Weekend in S4 Louis' ivy. All the attendants wore
• . as guests of Mrs:: Work. short wrist length white gloves
David F Berry. Sr., served as
man's aunt Min Helen 1r,-Toin
best man for his son. The -Usti.
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toad, Murray
iage of their
Mrs. Barshall

Wafts- Laitherland and the six
pound 4 ounce larg•mouth bass
his caught last Sunday. Mr.
Laithisrland was using a River
Runt In Jeelthan Creek when
h• caught the fish. He Is staying at Sportsman's Dock while*
on vauttion from EvansvillO,
Indiana.

•

High School
ty where she

Paris, Tenn
h He is now

r GRAVE
Miss Rhonda Housden, the 6 yearilp daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Housden, shows
the 4 lb. 13 oz.
largemouth bass she caught while fishing in a farm pond
with a minnow for bait. The Housdens live on Hazel
Route Two:

1116

larble

LI

FINE
0.1.5
• htastager
753-2512

Fishing is °be of the best ways to forget one's pains
and troubles, whether they be mental or physical, and
Carroll Ryan, manager of the Cross Creeks National
Wildlife Refuge on Barkley Lake has come up with an
idea to help the physically handicapped go fishing.
Ryan noted the number of convalescent Vietnam
soldiers from Fort Campbell attempting to fish on the
refuge, just south of Dover, and he set about to try to
give the boys a better break.
Conferring with Marzine F. Hudson of Nashville,
chief of Tennessee's U.S. Wildlife Management Agents,
Ryan came up with a plan to restore to good usage an
old iron bridge on the refuge.
He obtained funds to replank the bridge, making it
safe for the wheelchair and crutch brigade, then opened
the span to fishing.
Use of the bridge is not restricted to the servicemen.
Anyone may fish from the bridge, but if it becomes
overcrowded, then those in good health will be asked to
make room for the disabled.
The fishing bridge is located about four miles south
of Dover, just off Highway 49, and is next to a good
parking area.
Now this seems like a fine idea to me aniikeI think
that the State of Kentucky might follow through on
this idea, and give those around here that are less fortunate than the rest of us the chance to go fishing also.
Of course there is always the ramp down at the
KenLake Boat Dock that those in wheelchairs can fish
from, but this is useless when the water is as high as
It has been in the last coupl eof weeks
If the state parks had something like this, I sin sure
that It would draw a Tor of tourists who are not corning
here now They might even have a wheelchair fishing
derby
so
sot
Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Housden for sending
the picture of their daughter, Rhonda, after she caught
the nice bass I have never met the fine looking young
lady, but I would like to sotnetlipe. Maybe she can give
some fishing tips.
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Kenneth Tubbs of Hardin and his dog "Rusty".

_ Travis Wilson of Purytiar, Tann•sstio, and his Walker, "Cracker Jack".

The Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club had a fine singles
hunt Saturday night, and a fine meet on Sunday.
Leon Andrus was the only one to receive a trophy on
Saturday night, with his dog "Rusty" Leon is Master
of Hounds at the club.
Mrs. Ray Kelling's redtick, "Lady", won the treeing
contest on Sunday. Lady never missed a bark for thirty
seconds.
"Cracker Jack", a Walker that belong to Travis Wilson of Puryear, Tenn., won two trophies in swimming
"Rusty", who belongs to Kenneth Tubbs of Hardin,
won a trophy Sunday for first dog to tree in the swimming contest.

Bryan Jordan and his two dogs, "Rock", a redbone,
and "Rusty", a Plott.
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WARNER'S
DRIVE-IN
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Murray, Ky.
403 Maple
Southside Court Square
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354-6945

Highway 68

Jonathan Creek

CHEM:WAX,
CO., INC.
PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE
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[n Any Tir

753-1933
TOMMY CARROLL
Phone 753-111150
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— FREE —
PICK-UP and DELIVERY
Phone 753-1613
Ito..4th Street
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Tour Prescription Carefully
Located W Rallrnisel

"FISHERMAN'S HEADQUARTER"
Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

po Sporting Goods
Murray. Ky.

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and

so USED CARS
10°

MINOR REPAIRS

* Phone 753-51162

Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentuczy

GULF SERVICE
6th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
VIERBLE TAYLOR • U. IL WM. JR.
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College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— PREZ PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Pine Cleaning
Phase 753-311112

TVA Timber For Sale
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
two tracts of standing, marked, hardwood timber located in Henry County, Tennessee.
One tract, lying on West Sandy River, approximately ten miles southeast of Paris, Tennessee,
consists of an estimated 439,938 Board Feet.
The other tract, lying on Turkey Pen Creek at
Porter's Switch, approximately eight miles
southeast of Paris, Tennessee, con state of an
estimated 160,778 Board Feet
Sealed bids will be received by Tennessee Valley Authority, Division of Reservoir Properties,
2e2 West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, until
IS a.m. CDT, July 12, 1968.
Parties interested in inspecting the timber
should contact the above office Bid forma and
detailed information may be obtained from the
Manager, Western Division, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202 West Blythe Street, Paris,
Tennessee - telephone 642-2041

is a Good
Place to do- Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service,
That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short and intermed,ate term credit needs—
no matter what they vs Through such carefully
Structured loans as OPEPATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can pro :idir you with the aedit toots
to do the job best—whatever it is.
In addition, you havc the advantage of coneLitation
with specialists in both credit and farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs lowl This is one
easson-,
say PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO

Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 N 4th

Ph 753-5802
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by 0. alibOreOff Jen«
Arm Specialist in Wood Control
Enide 50W and Vernam 6E
are the two herbicides recommended in 1968 for weed controt in tobacco beads. Balan is
alsa cleared for use if you
would like to try same, but It is
not On the recommended list
for tiles year.
Snide SOW
Erode 50W should be applied
at the rate of 12 pounds in 3050 gallons of water per acre of
actual area treated. It can be
applied as a broadcast treatment over the entire field or
in 20-ingb bands over the row.
Small grams and grasses sown
after tobacco harvest will be
damaged by residues of this
chemical in the treated sole
Bank treatmeots are often applied to reduce cost and to permit growing a small grain or
cover crop in the middles to
reduce winter erosion on rolling land.
For small areas, apply 3 ounces of Enide 50W in 3 to 4
quarts of water for band-spraying approximately 400 feet of
row.
Enide 50W oan be sppliad;
over the top or directionally to ;
the base of the plants after !
transplanting before weed seeds .
germinate.
Vermin, ell
Vernam GE should be applied at the rate of 2 quarts in
20-50 gadons of water per acre
It should not be applied until
at least 7 days after transplanting. If some weed seeds have
germinated
- , the field should be
cleanly cultivated. After clean
cultivation. apply m a broadcast spray and incorporate
with the soil immediately (within minutec by shaHow cultivation Another shallow cultias
bon at lay-by may be needed
to destioy escaped weeds.
Enide 30W and Vernarn SE
cantrel annual grasses and mod
annual broadlesved weeds fog
a period of 4 to 8 weeks.
Salm
Belem is a liquid mutated*
which a mixed t'leorponon
into the sal before the tobacco
is transphinted. 1 can be applied anytime within a three-nest
penod before transplanting. De
not apply after transplanting
For beat results. it is Importaot to get uniform coverage of
the arm treated. Before using
any pesticide. be sure to read
the precautions on the label.

Some Better

Off To Go
On And Smoke
SAN FRANCISCO (1-7P1) —
Even thoutit they are slowly
killing themselves some people
are better off smoking, a psychistrm told the American Medical Assoination today
"Once
you've got it, the
11Eloking habit, it may well be
that you shouldn't stop," said
Dr. Sheldon Cohen of Atlanta,
In a paper delivered to the
AMA's section on nervous and
mental diseases.
Cohen said patients who he,.
been ordered to give up cigarettes became of berms dia.
ease frequently develop bad
emotional disorders
"Ail too often. R brings about the unmasking of depression, aggremion and what have
you." the doctor said
Cohen qualifies as an expert
in the problems people face
kicking ciearette smoking 1.1thaught a non-smoker, he has
researched withdrawal problems for 11 years and has treated-numerous patients who were
trying to stop
"Smoking can have very deep
emotional significance: said
Cohen, who has used hypnotic
traces in an attempt to break
the habit in his patients
'The patients I hypnotized all
had very good reasons to stop,"
Cohen said. -They suffered
from coronary disease. cancer
of the throat and bronchitis.
Probably three or four of them
stopped smoking for a penod
of time during treatment 4341i
all went back, usually in a matter of weeks or months
The dortor cited the case of
.a patient who had cancer-pmne
lesions in the throat
"Shortly after he quit sm.
ins. this fellow went to a party.
beat up his wife and his best'
friend and made quite a damn
fool out of himself," Cohen said.
"He and I both agred he was
better off with cigarettes."
"I would estimate that -probably only 10 to 20 per cent of
the smokers can give it up,
with or without medical help."
Our main hope
Cohen said
must be a long-range program
to convince people not to start"

Psychosomatic

NEW YORK (UPI, — A
newsletter for ladies in white.
"Report to Nurses." tells this
one:

Family'Tangled Up
by Longhair Son
By Abigail Van Buren

A Russian doctor, tired of
a hypochondriac, scrawled out
• lengthy prescription in Latin.
The patient had it filled, found
the medicine pleasing, and it
quickly cured his illness. The
prescription translated
100
C. c . well water, the same
again, 40 c c, the same, only
distilled, 12 c c hydrogen oxide (water). 1 32 c c nothing
else, 125 c c'

IC INS 61, Pica. Tn••••41. V. Ni. Snit- 14-1

DEAR ABBY As 1 write this I am practically blinded by
tears. My husband told our 17-year-oidson that if he didn't
come home with a haircut tonight, he didn't have to come
home at all. It is midnight, and Jon is not home yet.
Why should something like the length of a boy's hair make
such a bog difference to a father' Jon is not a "bad" boy. All
the boys he goes with have long hair.
Jon and his father have fought about this for over a year
and now it has come to a showdown, because he finally pushed
the boy too far and gave him an ultimatum.
If something happens to Jon I will never forgive my
husband for Pus stubbornness
I don't like long hair on boys, either, but at least I didn't
drive my own son out of the house because of it.
Please, please put something in your column about fathers
who always have to have the last word. I have given up.
HEARTBROKEN MOTHER

One Dosignor's Vote
LOS ANGELES UP) —Don
Loper, fashion designer says
most of the declared and undeclared presidential candidacy seekers are short-changing
themselves by espousing what
he calls the 'rumpled, we the
people- look
"These are supposedly men
of distinction." he says '- but
You wouldn't know it by looking at them "

Safety Blinkers
PHILADELPHIA 'UPI , —
Some 500,000 Americans suffei
serious eye injury at home and
in school every year—and
about 90 per cent of these inDEAR MOTHER: 'Mere is much more involved here than juries could be prevented 11
hair. la a good father-sea relationship, the father sever gives these children and adults had
his 17-year-.hl sem an ''ialtimatum" merely hecaase be been wearing protective eye"outranks" bias. Patience and understanding should be Wear •
Dr. Arthur H Keeney. ophforthcoming from the older and wiser man.
thalmologist in chief at the
Aitho I also prefer short hair on men I realize that lass Wills Rye Hospital. says prohair is "in," and kids have as much right to their fads as tective eyewear is made of
adults.
toughened, shatter - resistant
Tell Father to emphasize the more permaaent sad lasting material that has been heated
aspects el his ma's character, and forget Use hair for sow. it in a special furnace and then
chilled rapidly
will grow shorter (or disappear eatirely I loam enough.
DEAR ABBY • I cannot for the life of me understand what
is the matter with our 34-year-old daughter She started going
with a 44-year-old man, and now she says she is going to marry
him' Abby, this man is nearly old enough to be her father' He
isn't rich and he isn't especially good looking, but she stays she
"loves" him We are just sick about it
OUT daughter has worked and supported herself
since she
was la, and she dated nice young fellows her own age, but
when she met this man she lost all her good sense.
How can we get some sense thru her head before it's too
late'
HER MOTHER

%%%%%

•
STRUTTIN' DOWN THE AVENUE Carrying sunglasses a tit
too big for him Patrick Iirndon Nugent, grandson of the
President sti*ots on a sidervalk at the LBJ Ranch at Johnnon City Tex The suit is bright red Patrick will celebrate hi. find birthday on June 21
6

FARRIS'

White House Grocery
1608 West Main Street

— OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY —
Flower Pots, all sizes, and Bird Baths
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Fancy and Gland Plower Pots in Lear of Stare
Open 7 Days a Week

/%1111ps 64 Gas aad Oil
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ATTENTION '1
Change of Banking Hours

DEAR MOTHER: Dean expect to get anything "km ter
bead." A girl "In love" Ms a filter-tipped br•in. If marrying
ibis maa is a mistake, site mai have to &ears the hard way.
DEAR ABBY Re the married man who had a heart
attack in the apartment of another woman at 2 a. m., listen to
this
years ago, a friend of ours [I'll call him Larry]
was involved in an automobile accident with a lady companion
In the wee hours of the morning [He was supposed to have
been "out with the boys
The lady. who was an attractive widow and a friend of his
wife, was only slightly shaken up, but Larry had to be
hospitalized for several weeks During that time Larry's wife
found out that there had been some hanky-panky between this
widow and Larry, altho they both insisted they were only "good
friends"
The day Larry was to be brought home from the hospital,
his wife arranged that he be taken to the widow's home'
It was midafternoon arid the widow was entertaining her
garden club
Can you imagine the scene when the ambulance pulled up
in front of the widow's house, and Larry was carried in on
a
stretcher over his vigorous protests'
The widow, of course, Usd them they had made a mistake,
whereupon they put Larry back into the ambulance and
delivered him to his own home.
The club members went home holding their sides, the
widow was mortified, Larry's wife took him back, and at this
writing they me living happily ever after
SUE

at the

Peoples Bank of Murray
Beginning June 21, 1968
MAIN OFFICE and DRIVE-IN BRANCH
9 A.M to 2:30 P.M
Monday through Friday
TV Branch ... Drive-In Window at Branch
and ...Walk-Up Window Downtown
9 A.M.--4 P.M. - - - Monday through Friday

CONFIDENTIAL TO MILT Why aot give k a go? Owe
thing about a beard
it sort of grows on yea
levaryliedy bas a problem. What's yours!' Far •'ennui
reply wrier to Abby, 114a strse, Las Angeles. Cal.. Sae sad
noels's • damps& self-addroasod envelope.

;6

HATE TO MUTE LETTERS' SEND
TO AMT. BOX
MN, LOS ANGELES. ('AL, Mee. FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
"MOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."

A New Service

• FRAY EVENINGS, 4 to 1 O'clock
4- At All Offices
Saturdays 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
These New Hours Arranged for the
Banking Convenience Of Our Patrons

•40`

5

EOPLE7BAN
MURRAY i.

tit.a.,

Lee Trevino
TEXAS4ORN MEXICAN WINS US. CAIN
2)1- vent
Texas-twin Mesiunn. Kelm ii mettle, from i tinnet Ni,itions after winning the HMS US Open Gulf
Tow !lament .1t. 111.x heatei
u 27,5 tntal
Fong
Y , with
lip

,

lip iv..-

111:11/.111NO

MAIN OFFICE
5th and Main

TV BRANCH _ DRIVE-IN BRANCH
S. 12th at Story
1[44.(11144MICIVIC
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WANTED TO BENT

Box S'sll,Pais
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Gas Tax

GRADUATE Student
MALE
*ants to rent furnished trailer
or apartment beginning fall
semester. Contact: Wildwood
No. 7, R. R. 3, Cardondale,
3-26-P
nols 62901.

grey formica top, trimmed in
brass. Call 7534589.
3-22-C

FOR BALE

FRIDAY -.YTTNE 21, 196l-t

- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Boilable fee

TULSA, Okla. (UPI) - The
average federal and state gasoline tax rate rose from 8.8
cents to 10.6 cents per gallon
between 1957 and 1967, according to the American Petroleum Institute.
Meanwhile, the API said, the
A Switch
number of vehicles in use inDRESHER, Pa. (UPI) creased 45 per cent and fuel
Corporate acquisitions are a
consumption was up 50 per
dime a dozen these days, but
cent. The result was a 78 per
an acquisition with a new twist
cent increase in fuel tax colInvolves a company that has
lections.
decided to acquire its former
parent.
The original parent, Selas
Industrieofenbau of Dusseldorf. Germany, once had an
American subsidiary which was
3-Decay
ACROSS
seized by the U.S, Government
4-Take away from
5-Examine and
in World War I. After the
I-Plock
verify. as an
SNOW
Armistice it became an indeaccount
'Obstruct
pendent U.S. firm, Selas Cor- 12-Contury
a-Pronoun
poration of America.
7-Soak
plant
5-A continent
Since then, "child" and 13-Employs
9-Depression
"parent" have gone their 14-Man's name
in cheek
15-Tangled
the
using
separate ways, each
10-5e0 in Asia
of scale
174i
11-Plifiller
Greek
same name ("Selas," the
1111-Ssnell nig
16-Christian
word.for bright light) and each 110-iway
festival
21-Feuit
making industrial heat-treat- 23-Upright
20-Relies on
22•Hebrew letter
architectural
ing equipment. Now the
23-Edibie seeds
aworiber
original parent company is to
24-Gauntry of
27-Summit
be absorbed by the child. SubAsia
article
25-French article
ject to expected approval by 21111-11uNd
26-Outfit
Government, the 29-Hole
the U.S
30-5el aside
31-liewt
American Selas company will 34-Cooled lava
temporar ily
operate its former German 35-Itussian wagons 32-Comely
33-Pronoun
parent as a wholly-owned sub- 311-Esciainattori
39-Vessel's curved
sidiary
planking

Call 753-7438.

FOR EMT

4-BEDROOM house, two baths.
in good
boys. One block DUNCAN PINFE sofa
Large library, with all the ex- ROOKS FOR
condition. Call 753-1505. 3-24-P
rates
Summer
campus.
carpeting.
from
Wall-to-wall
tras.
applications. PriNOTICE
Central heat and air. 1612 Loch Will take fall
vate entrance. Phone 7536243
Lomond, phone 753-7987
-24-C
June
July-23C or 753-20K
1968 KAWASAKI 250 CC, 31.3
, ELECTROLUX SALES & Serh. p. 1957 Dodge pick-up. 437from Ro- NEW FURNISHED apartments, vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
across
HOME
BRICK
3-22-P
5021.
Williams Apart- K. Sanders. Phone 383-3176,
bertson SchooL Four large bed- air-conditioned.
753- Lynnville, Ky.
H-June-23-C
CABIN ON Kentucky *Lake. Lo- rooms, three baths, large fam- ments, So. 115th St. Phone
July-l-C
air.
150'
and
lot
front,
1969.
water
heat
on
cated
Central
rastick,
299,
room.
ily
1966 MUSTANG,
TERMITES? Call Ward Termite
dio and heater. See at 1607 wide, furnished or unfurnish- Double carport, chain link FOUR APARTMENTS for the for free estimate. All work guarfoot
150
Dodson or call 753-6293. TFC ed. Priced to sell. Call 7536726 fenced back yard, 100 x
Vacant June 1. Mar- anteed. Five year contracts.
3-26-P wooded lot See by appoint- gummez.
after 5 p. in.
or boys. Nice clean Five room house treated, $65.00.
couples
ried
40
Speedboat,
LARSON
14 PT
ment only. Jerry Wallace, 753furnished. Reaeon- Ward Pest Control, 1612 College
Elverything
and
water
with
LOT
150'
x
100'
battery,
h. p. Mercury, new
3-21-C
7868 after 4:30 p. in.
able rates. Call 753-5617 or 753- Farm Road, phone 753-6501.
skis, ski vest, ski rig. Call 753- sewerage. Priced to sell. Call
154-21-C
July-11-P
3-21-P 753-4516 after 5:00 p. m.
BY OWNER: 85 acre farm 7 1287.
7919, S. Parklane.
3-26-C mile east of Murray, 4 room
house
WYDDR MUTES open. Contact
ONE SMALL furnished
1963 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full
house with bath, good well and
Journal, 733Inuisville-Courier
reduced
KITTENS,
SIAMESE
751
Call
power, factory air, new tires.
good - fenoes, about one half with air"maditaming•
nit
TFC
3783 days or 753-3076 nights.
Excellent condition. Best offer. price. Guaranteed healthy and sown dovrn, fertilized, limed,
Seale,
514
Mrs.
affectionate.
creek
3-224
some
and
753-6123.
Service
Call
3 ponds, creek
GARLAND ALUMINUM
Broad, 753-7770.
3-22-C
land bottoms, barn and other
SERVICES OF'FIRED
offers expert installation along
RUGS a mess? Clean for less'
outbuildings. Ideal cattle and
with 25-40% savings on alumiwith-Blue Lustre! Rent elec- LOT AND TRAILER at Panohog farm. Corn and tobacco MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan- num siding, windows and doors.
tric shampooer $1. Bik K. 3-22-C rama Shores. Call 492-8504.
acre.
3-22-C base. Price $200.00 per
itor Service, Commercial, In We are a newly formed family
For further information cell dustrial, Residential. Call be business with some 213 years
Bonneville.
PONTIAC
1963
accumulated experience. Free
Full power, air-conditioned Ex- AKC REGISTERED Dachshund 753-2138 evenings.
2 and 6, 461.8486.
June-77-C estimates with no obligations.
cellent condition, good tires. puppies. Call 753-2620. 3/2-C
MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM.
Phone 489-2427. Call now for
Phone 753-1722, days 753-2549 8' x 32' MOBILE Sportsman
CulTat, paneling. air- TWO EXPERIENCED college
63,500.
July-23-C
special prices.
J-21-C house trailer. Call 492-8485
nights.
Elecfurniture.
conditioning,
boys will paint houses. Reasonacre.
-n-P
3
1%
tric heat, insulated,
PLAY PEN and high chair in
able rates. Call 733-7216 or NEED ANY painting or carp- Alabama Industry
down
MONTGOMERY. Ala. (UPI ,
733-8172, after 12 noon. 3-24-C entry work done? Free estigood condition. Call 753-3798 FOR SALE OR RENT, by day On blacktop, three miles
Pottertown Road. J. Robinson.
733-2864 after 3 -New and expanded industries
Call
3-21-C
mates.
or week, new oamper trailer.
3-27-P RESPONSIBLE teenager desires p. in.
1-21-C in Alabama hit a live-year low
facilities,
cooking
in 1967 by numbers, but capiHORSES: 4 mares, 3 of which Complete
summer baby sitting. Call 753YOU ARE cordially invited to tal investment was at a record
have colts by their sides with sleeps four. May be seen at BUILDING L015 in Kingwood 7271.
attend a gospel meeting at the high of $655 million. New jobs
the other mare to foal within 1614 West Olive or call 753- Subdivision. Two adjoining lots
3-24-C each with 100 ft. frontage and CHAMPION SIRED Toy Silver Green Plain Church of Christ, were the lowest in five years.
30 days. Call 489-2468 after 5925.
173 ft. in depth. See Hew Co- Poodle skid service. Very rea old Murray-Paris Road, June
3-25-C
8:00 p. in.
.1-24-C
oper or call 753-8848.
23-29 Services are at 8:00 p. in.
RIDING LAWN MOWER, only
LOST & FOUND
each evening. Lexie Ray will be
TWO - BEDROOM house on
3-274
two months old, owner leavFOR SALE
speaker.
the
Saturday Woodlawn. Call 753-3756.
Downtown
FOR SALE
ing town. Call 753-7921, J-22-C LOST:
Used Fender Bassman'
3-24-C
with
WANTED
HELP
- - morning. White gold watch
I I Only used Motorola
Amp. White. Good conCHROME DINETTE SET, 6 five small diamonds on each
TV.
3
brick
B/W.
months
-bedroom
3
OWNER,
BY
dition.
to day with two eldplastic,
in
Woman
upholstered
chairs,
side of face, white gold band.
warranty. $59.50.
on South leth Street.
erly people. Light housework, LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Reward. Phone 753-3964. 3-30-C house
room, large
Carpeted living
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
no laundry. Salary, room and
753-7575
FOR SALE
room, kitchen-dining
family
meals. Call 489-2141 or 753-5881.
753-7575
baths,
1%
Repossessed Fender
3-21-P
room combination,
WANTED TO BUT
utility room, central beg and
Band Master. Excellent
WANTED to buy for cash, good air conditioning, built-in range,
condiUon. Low price.
used tractor mowing machine. disposal and dishwasher. TransCH'S MUSIC & TV
George E. Overby. Call 75$- ferrable loan. Call 753-5270.
753-7575
J-304
1392.

MASSEY FURGERSON baler,
New Holland rake, New Holland
conditioner. Will sell all three
together or conditioner separate
from baler and rake All in
good condition. Call John McCuiston, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn.
TFNC
247-3949.

lies a bit
0 of the
at Johnwill cele-

1967 JAWA, 350 -motorcycle.
Excellent condition, many accessories. Phone 753-8991 or
J-22-C
753-1357.
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A new Western thriller
.. BY RICHARD POOLE
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"Keep. nagging and bothering the little ranchers, the coming
CHAPtER 21
SINGLE light glowed from and. besides. I should pay neigh- of the sheriff She finished with
a snort, "Sheriff Moyers looked
the bunkhouse as Greg borly respects."
"If they'll let you," Cal grum- around but he ain't about to
Corwin
approached his own
home He had no more than bled but he gave the directions. find anything against Bar Y"
Greg assured her, "One way
trotted up to the corral than "Clean down to the south end
Cal Weber appeared. You been of the valley: By the time you or another, we'll find the killer.
gone a long time Need sup- ride, visit and come back, it'll Mrs. Rails I have to be getting
back home now Funeral's to.
be day-end sure"
per!"
-Then you're in charge of morrow, you say? In Redman"
"Had it. but a drink will sit Tumbling T See you come
"Yea. Sam never wanted no
fine. Want to talk to you. Cal. night."
burying here on Anchor. Said
I'M SORRY v
Come in the house."
Greg reined about and rode there was always a chance it'd
MR. BROWN
Seated in the small office, off.
into
fall
strange hands and
• • •
Greg told what he had done As
they'd not care about the dead,
he finished, the old man shook
He had almost reached the if there was any. Tomorrow
his head. "You do the damned- ranch house of Rocking Chair right after noon."
est things' No one eise'd have When Its door opened and a
-Thank you I aim to be
the guts"
worriAn stepped out. She shaded there.Just a sensible her eyes HA she peered toward
"For a stranger, you're kind
Not guts
way to get at the truth. It didn't Greg At a distance he noted to my Sam You ain't at all
work Stern called Edwards a the lark dress broken by a big what I'd come to think, hearing
the others talk about you."
white apron
liar to his face.'
"I hope not." He indicated the
As he drew closer, the indisAnd that made Edwards
1
1
tinct figure resolved into that distant hill. "Mind if I ride over
madder'n ever?"
A
I
1
"Edwards didn't know what of a woman of medium height, that way 7'•
"Sure not I made Hal take
or maybe I a bit plump
WilA going (in When he hitched the bay to me to the very spot Head
should say not all of what was
going on. I believe him. Oh. he the fence post and walked to straight noeth about half a mile
went away from Rocking Chair her, he saw that her raven hair out from the off-spur of the
mad enough, but remember he had streaks of gray over the hummock You'll see a lone tree
called in Yates and grilled him' ears She was pretty in The way Just beyond and to the left."
He mounted the bay and
"And Yates cleared himself." women are whom age has Just
"Sounds that way. but I no- started to touch But he also swung around, cantered out of
ticed every time something hap- noted the strain about the the yard with a touch of fingers
pened, Yates and some of the mouth, a puffiness below, the to hat brim to the woman on
the porch. He headed toward the
crew were working out on the eyes that spoke of weeping
WHERE THE
WELL, THIS
He took off his hat. "Mrs. distant hillock, the one with the WIDOW OF THE MURDERED STEVEN
range. Not in sight, so far an I
notch.
Rails, ma'am?"
can tell."
BRETT LIVES. HOW DO YOU
"Yes."
Beyond the hill, he headed
"He lied then?"
THINK WE OUGHT TO
Greg Corwin I bought due north as Mary Halls had
"I don't know. But no one can
HANDLE HER KIT'?
told hint T1* ground sloped
vouch for him but his own Tumbling T a spell back."
-I think you come on a kind- gently down into a great, wide
crew."
I
"And he hired every man- ly act, Mr. Corwin, I'll take it shallow "wale. He saw the lone
tree far ahead He pulled up
Jack of 'eni.".
into its shade a moment,ithen
"How did it happen?"
"Even if it so, where does
"Why, I figure everyone cast out, bearing to the left. He
it leave us? And why should
Yates start a rant war when knowed Hal spread the word " watched the ground for a sign
He came on single tracks and
"A word gets changed,
there's nothing co Mg to him
passed from one then a whole area where horse*
ma'am, as
but Bar Y pay?"
had stood, moved about, cut out
Cal shrugged. "I give up. But person to another."
"Yes, that's true. Poor Sam and in. In the center of the
main thing is, what do we do
got lip that morning as usual rough circle of smashed grass
now"
. ." She entered into a long, and tracks, he saw black, dried
"Stand hitched and watching." Greg stood up, started to detailed description of every- blood caked on ground and
leave the room with Cal but Along her husband had done. grass Sam Rails had fallen here
stopped suddenly at the door Greg listened patiently, under- and died.
Greg reined in, eased to a
"Sam Rails is dead. Who gets standing. "Him and Hal were
together when it happened. Hal slouch as his eyes slowly made
Anchor?"
"His wife, Mary. I'd guesa. told me first thing he heard was a circuit of the surrounding
But I doubt if she can run it." the shots and then Sam WAS area. Except for the tree behind
him, bushes and more trees at
"No one saw him shot, dead."
"Hal was with him' Not least a mile northward, there
either"
was nothing to break the sweep
nearby?"
"Meaning"
-Rode out with him. Stayed of grass.
"I don't know Leastways not
Shot twice in the back, Greg
tonight It's been a long day and with him." She indicated a low
I'd rather hit a bunk than fig- hill, far out. "See that kinda remembered Hal Sterne statenotch off-side that hiorimock ment, but no suspicious rider
ure that one out "
•
•
•
'way over there? Right beyond could have possibly slipped up
The next morning. Greg arid it. Sam had spotted a wander- on Rails unseen Man and horse
Cal started the daily routine of ing.-wobbly calf and he worried would stand out like the distant
breakfast and laying out. work about its mommy So him and mountains. The far bushes' No
a Colt could not be accurate
for themselves. But when they Hal nide out to find the cow"
She rambled on. telling how at that distance. Yet the slugs
had saddled their horses. mounted and turned toward the north she had worked here at the were placed in the middle of
range. Greg reined in. Cal look- house the whole time her bus- Rails' hack.
ed about. surprised. "What hand was being killed, how Hal
Hal stern plants doubt in
Stern came in with the body.
now?"
Greg listened Just as patiently terrain's mind.
"How do I get to Anchor7"
yo Bc ruaillutfrd Tomorrow,/
.as she told of the gathering of
••1-fey now. what-7Kinv Trellises Rind'. at,
I in.millAr
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by Charles M. Schulz
15 THIS WITH OR 4JITHOUT
LIFE - JACKETS ?

1

by Ernie Bushmiller
I'LL BE OVER
TO SEE YOUR
// AUNT IN THE
MORNING TO
COLLECT
FOR THIS

I DREAD
TOMORROW
MORNING
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At Property Taxe
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- SUMMER SPECIAL

All New Cars Going at

Bargain Prices!!

1 1 Used Cars Needed
See Us Today
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CLEARANCE SALE

DRESSES 1 3 and 1/2 OFF
One Rack at 85.00
BOYS PANTS AND SHIRTS
One Table Price
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One Rack at '5.00
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VALUES TO s40°'
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65 NEW CARS - 2-DRS. - 4-DRS. - POWER AIR - ETC.
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